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Abstract The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)—a

measure of air pressure difference across the Pacific Ocean,

from Tahiti in the south-east to Darwin in the west—is one

of the world’s most important climatic indices. The SOI is

used to track and predict changes in both the El Niño-

Southern Oscillation phenomenon, and the Walker Circu-

lation (WC). During El Niño, for example, the WC

weakens and the SOI tends to be negative. Climatic vari-

ations linked to changes in the WC have a profound

influence on climate, ecosystems, agriculture, and societies

in many parts of the world. Previous research has shown

that (1) the WC and the SOI weakened in recent decades

and that (2) the WC in climate models tends to weaken in

response to elevated atmospheric greenhouse gas concen-

trations. Here we examine changes in the SOI and air

pressure across the Pacific in the observations and in

numerous WCRP/CMIP3 climate model integrations for

both the 20th and 21st centuries. The difference in mean-

sea level air pressure (MSLP) between the eastern and

western equatorial Pacific tends to weaken during the 21st

century, consistent with previous research. Here we show

that this primarily arises because of an increase in MSLP in

the west Pacific and not a decline in the east. We also

show, in stark contrast to expectations, that the SOI actu-

ally tends to increase during the 21st century, not decrease.

Under global warming MSLP tends to increase at both

Darwin and Tahiti, but tends to rise more at Tahiti than at

Darwin. Tahiti lies in an extensive region where MSLP

tends to rise in response to global warming. So while the

SOI is an excellent indicator of interannual variability in

both the equatorial MSLP gradient and the WC, it is a

highly misleading indicator of long-term equatorial chan-

ges linked to global warming. Our results also indicate that

the observed decline in the SOI in recent decades has been

driven by natural, internally generated variability. The

externally forced signal in the June–December SOI during

2010 is estimated to be approximately 5% of the standard

deviation of variability in the SOI during the 20th century.

This figure is projected to increase to 40% by the end of the

21st century under the A2 SRES scenario. The 2010 global

warming signal is already a major contributor to interdec-

adal variability in the SOI, equal to 45% of the standard

deviation of 30-year running averages of the SOI. This

figure is projected to increase to nearly 340% by the end of

the 21st century. Implications that these discoveries have

for understanding recent climatic change and for seasonal

prediction are discussed.

Keywords Global warming � Southern Oscillation

Index � Seasonal prediction � Climate change

1 Introduction

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is one of the world’s

most important climatic indices. The SOI is a measure of

the difference in mean sea level (air) pressure (MSLP)

between Tahiti (17�310S, 210�260E) in the south-eastern

Pacific and Darwin (12�280S, 130�500E) in northern

Australia to the west of the Pacific Ocean. It is used to track

and predict changes in the strength of the Walker Circu-

lation (WC)—one of the worlds most prominent and

important atmospheric wind systems. The WC extends

across the entire tropical Pacific Ocean, encompassing (1)

the trade winds blowing from east to west, (2) air forced to
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rise over the western Pacific, south-east Asia and northern

Australia through enhanced convection, (3) winds blowing

counter to the trades aloft, and (4) air descending over the

eastern Pacific Ocean (see e.g. Gill 1982).

Changes in the WC are strongly linked to the El Niño-

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon, which drives

major changes in rainfall (Ropelewski and Halpert 1989;

Allan et al. 1996; Power et al. 1999), river flow (Kahya and

Dracup 1993; Merendo 1995; Power et al. 1999), agricul-

tural production (Phillips et al. 1998; Hammer et al. 2000;

Power et al. 1999), ecosystems (Holmgren et al. 2001) and

disease (Nicholls 1993; Bouma and Dye 1997; Pascual

et al. 2000) in many parts of the world. ENSO can be

regarded, in broad terms, as an irregular vacillation

between two opposite phases: El Niño and La Niña. The

WC weakens during El Niño years and strengthens during

La Niña (e.g. Philander 1990). The SOI tends to be nega-

tive during El Niño and positive during La Niña. It is used

to predict e.g. rainfall, tropical cyclone land-falls, stream-

flow, agricultural production, fish stocks, fire frequency

and the spread of disease (e.g. Walker 1923, 1924; Shukla

and Paolino 1983; Swetnam and Betancourt 1990; Nicholls

1993; Aidiku and Stone 1995; Stone et al. 1996; Eltahir

1996; Lehodey et al. 1997; Ward 1998; Chiew et al. 1998;

Maelzer et al. 1999; Power et al. 1999; Linthicum et al.

1999; Pascual et al. 2000; Chu and He 1994; Callaghan and

Power 2010). It is therefore of wide interest and high

importance to know if the SOI is affected by global

warming and what the implications of any influence might

be for prediction.

The WC weakened during the 20th century and the

early 21st century (Tanaka et al. 2004; Vecchi et al. 2006;

Meehl et al. 2007a; Power and Smith 2007; Collins et al.

2009; Vecchi et al. 2006). In fact the dominance of El

Niño and the weakening of the WC measured using the

SOI reached record levels in 1977–2006 (Power and

Smith 2007). This weakening is thought to be partly due

to global warming (Vecchi et al. 2006; Power and Smith

2007; Vecchi et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2009) and partly

due to both a natural increase in the frequency of El Niño

and a natural reduction in the frequency of La Niña

(Trenberth and Hoar 1997; Folland et al. 2001; Power and

Smith 2007). While Power and Smith (2007) discussed

the possibility that global warming might be partially

responsible for the observed decline in the value of the

SOI after 1976, they pointed out that further research was

needed to help quantify the extent to which global

warming had in fact driven the post-1976 decline in the

SOI. The primary purpose of the research described in

this paper it to test the hypothesis that global warming

drives a decline in the SOI and to quantify the magnitude

of any change. We will also re-examine the extent to

which the SOI provides a reliable indicator of changes in

the WC. We do this using both observations and results

from the WCRP/CMIP3 data base of climate models for

the 20th and 21st centuries.

The SOI, other related indices, and the climate model

data base used in this investigation are described in the

following section. Results are then presented, summarized

and discussed.

2 Methods

2.1 The SOI, the ‘‘BoxSOI’’ and other indices

The formulation for the monthly SOI used here is some-

times called the Troup SOI (Troup 1965) formulation and

is given by:

SOI ¼ 10 T� D� T� D
� ��

rT�D;

where T = monthly MSLP at Tahiti, D = monthly MSLP

at Darwin, T� D is the long-term average of T - D for

the calendar month, and rT - D is the standard deviation of

T - D for the same calendar month. This formulation is

used for the observations and the models. We follow the

Bureau of Meteorology convention and use 1933–1992 as

the reference period for the calculation of both T� D and

rT - D.

An analogous formulation is used here to define a

‘‘BoxSOI’’ in which MSLP averaged over eastern and

western equatorial boxes replace T and D in the above

formulation. The regions used are the same as those used

by Vecchi et al. (2006): a western box (5�S–5�N, 80�E–

160�E) and an eastern box (5�S–5�N, 200�E–280�E),

which we will refer to as BoxW and BoxE, respectively.

The arithmetic differences DP = T - D and BoxDP =

BoxE - BoxW will also be examined.

The SOI and BoxDP have both been used previously to

track changes in the WC (see e.g. Vecchi et al. 2006;

Power and Smith 2007). We will examine changes in both

to determine if there are any major differences in their

behaviour. Changes in the other six indices are also cal-

culated to understand differences in the changes to the SOI

and BoxDP that arise. The observational data for the Box

indices is derived from the GPSLP data set from the UK

Meteorological Office (Allan and Ansell 2006).

2.2 Climate models

We analyse both 20th and 21st century integrations from

numerous different coupled general circulation models

(CGCMs) available from the WCRP/CLIVAR/WGCM

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3, Meehl

et al. 2007b). Both the A1B and the A2 SRES scenarios for

the 21st century are analysed.
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Note that not all of the models in the CMIP3 data base

used to produce 20th century simulations were used to do

A2 runs, and some models were used to do A2 runs but

were not used to do 20th Century runs. Multiple runs were

conducted using some of the models. Here we analysed 71

model runs from 23 different models for the 20th century.

A small number of additional runs were available but we

identified technical problems with the archived data and so

they are not included in our analysis. Note that the calcu-

lation of the SOI in the 21st century requires runs for both

the 20th and 21st centuries (see formulation above). This

restricts our analysis of 21st century variables and changes

under the A2 scenario to 34 runs from 17 different models

and 52 runs from 21 different models under the A1B

scenario.

3 Results

3.1 The observations

In this section we will describe variability, changes and

inter-relationships between the eight key variables, i.e.

MSLP at (1) Darwin and (2) Tahiti; (3) the difference,

DP = Tahiti-Darwin; (4) the SOI; (5) BoxW; (6) BoxE; (7)

the equatorial pressure difference, BoxDP = BoxE -

BoxW; and (8) the equatorial BoxSOI. In this note we

follow Power and Smith (2007) and restrict attention to

June–December.

Note that while the SOI includes a scaling quantity that

varies from month to month (i.e. rT - D), DP does not. The

seasonal values of the SOI are averages across the months

and represent linear combinations of the monthly DP val-

ues. The formula for the seasonal value of the SOI is

therefore not, in general, simply proportional to the sea-

sonal value of DP. Hence it is worth considering variability

and changes in both the SOI and DP. While this difference

exists, we will show that they behave very similarly.

Identical statements apply to the BoxSOI and BoxDP.

The correlation coefficients between the eight variables

are presented in Table 1. As expected there is very robust

coherence between observed variability evident in the

equatorial Pacific (i.e. the Box indices) with both Tahiti

and Darwin MSLP. All of the correlation coefficients are

statistically significant at the 99% level (using test descri-

bed by Power et al. (1998), which takes auto-correlation

into account). The link between Darwin and BoxW

(r = 0.85) is somewhat stronger than the link between

Tahiti and BoxE (r = 0.65). The SOI and the BoxSOI are

also closely related (r = 0.83). The relationship between

(1) the SOI and DP and the relationship between (2) the

BoxSOI and the BoxDP are both extremely close (r = 1.00

in both cases).

The variability is comprised of interannual and longer-

term variability. To see if the inter-relationships hold on

both interannual and longer time-scales the data were

smoothed by applying an 11 year running average to all

eight indices. This low frequency variability was subtracted

from the original data and the correlation coefficients were

re-calculated. The resulting correlation coefficients are

very similar in magnitude to those presented in Table 1

(not shown). This indicates that the links between the Box-

based indices and the Darwin and Tahiti based indices are

strong on interannual time-scales.

However, nearly all of the correlation coefficients

between the Tahiti/Darwin-based indices and their Box-

based counterparts increased somewhat in magnitude,

suggesting that these links are weaker on longer time-

scales. This is confirmed in Table 2, which shows the

correlation coefficients between the low frequency com-

ponents of the indices. The links between the Darwin/

Tahiti-based indices remain strong and the links between

the Box-based indices remains strong. However, the inter-

relationship between the Tahiti/Darwin-based indices and

their Box-based counterparts are, without exception,

weakened. The sign of the correlation coefficients is pre-

served but the magnitude of the correlation coefficients is

reduced.

If this weakening is genuine and not merely a reflection

of accumulated observational error, it suggests that the

Table 1 Observations: correlation coefficients between the eight

MSLP indices

INDEX Darwin Tahiti ΔPm SOI  BoxW BoxE BoxΔP BoxSOI 

Darwin 1.00  -0.56 -0.90 -0.90   0.85 -0.70  -0.84 -0.85 

Tahiti 1.00  0.87  0.87 -0.49 0.65  0.62  0.61 

Δ 00.1P 1.00 -0.77 0.77  0.84  0.83 

SOI 1.00 -0.77 0.77  0.83  0.83 

BoxW 1.00 -0.70 -0.93 -0.93 

BoxE 1.00 0.92 0.91 

BoxΔP 1.00 1.00 

BoxSOI  1.00 

Correlation coefficients between MSLP at Darwin, Tahiti,

DP = Tahiti - Darwin, the SOI, MSLP in the two equatorial boxes

BoxW and BoxE, the equatorial pressure difference, BoxDP =

BoxW - BoxE, and the equatorial BoxSOI. All correlation coeffi-

cients are calculated over the period 1876–1999 using June–Decem-

ber average values of each variable. All correlation coefficients are

statistically significant at the 99% level. Row and column involving

the SOI shaded to facilitate reading only. The high level of statistical

significance of the correlation coefficients between a given index and

one of the time series used to construct that index (e.g. between the

SOI and Tahiti MSLP) is of course very unsurprising
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spatial character of the variability is somewhat different on

longer time-scales.

Trends in the Darwin- and Tahiti-based indices were

also calculated for the three periods: 1876–2008,

1900–2008 and 1958–2008, to see how robust the trends

are. The results are presented in Fig. 1a. The choice of

1958 as one of the start-dates is included because it coin-

cides with the start-date used by Nicholls (2008) in his

recent analysis of trends in the observed SOI. The sign of

the changes for the various periods are all the same apart

from the small (inconsistent) changes at Tahiti. MSLP at

Darwin increased, both DP and the SOI declined. None of

the trends are statistically significant at the 95% level. The

trend in Darwin MSLP over the longer period is significant

at the 90% level and over the 20th century at only the 85%

level. Statistical significance and the t statistics were

assessed using the method described by Power et al. (1998)

using the year as one of the time series.

Trends in the four Box indices were calculated for three

periods: 1876–1999, 1900–1999 and 1958–1999. The

results are presented in Fig. 1b. The sign of the trend and

changes in the box-based indices are the same for the three

periods considered. Trends for BoxE, BoxDP, and the

BoxSOI are all negative, while the trends at BoxW are all

positive. The trends are statistically significant (near or

above the 95% level) in all four box-based indices for the

two longer periods. The trends since 1958 have the same

sign as the trends in the longer periods, but are smaller in

magnitude and are generally only statistically significant at

low levels. The exception to this is the positive trend in

BoxW, which is significant at the 95% level. We will

compare observed trends with modelled trends below.

3.2 Models

We will begin by examining trends from the model runs

under the 21st century A2 scenario because they are largest

and easiest to detect. We will then examine trends under

the A1B scenario before examining the much weaker

trends in the 20th century runs.

Trends under the A2 scenario are presented in Fig. 2,

with trends for the box-based indices in Fig. 2a and the

Tahiti- and Darwin-based indices in Fig. 2b. Figure 2a

indicates that there is a strong consensus amongst the

models for the trend in BoxW to be positive, with positive

trends in 29 of the 34 runs. The multi-model multi-run

mean trend (MMMRM trend, i.e. the average trend across

all model runs equally weighted, indicated by the dashed

yellow horizontal line in each plot) is 0.4 Pa/year. There is

also a very strong consensus for a negative trend in the

BoxSOI (MMMRM trend = -0.045 BoxSOI units/year,

30 out of 34) and in the BoxDP (29 out of 34 runs,

MMMRM trend = -0.4 Pa/year). There is no consensus

amongst the models on the sign of the trend in BoxE.

In Fig. 2b we see that there is also a consensus amongst

the models for the trend at Darwin to be positive (0.4 Pa/

year, 25 out of 34) and in MSLP at Tahiti (0.85 Pa/year, 32

out of 34 runs). These figures correspond to changes of 40

and 85 Pa over the century. These changes are small

compared with climatological average MSLP at Darwin

Table 2 Observations: correlation coefficients between the low

frequency component of the eight MSLP indices

INDEX Darwin Tahiti ΔP SOI  BoxW BoxE BoxΔP BoxSOI 

Darwin 1.00  -0.56 -0.94 -0.94   0.57 -0.38  -0.53 -0.53 

Tahiti 1.00  0.82  0.81 -0.33 0.31  0.35  0.35 

Δ 00.1P 1.00 -0.52 0.38  0.51  0.50 

SOI 1.00 -0.52 0.39  0.51  0.51 

BoxW 1.00 -0.60 -0.90 -0.90 

BoxE 1.00 0.89 0.89 

BoxΔP 1.00 1.00 

BoxSOI 1.00 

An 11-year running average was applied to the eight indices before

calculating the correlation coefficients. All correlation coefficients are

calculated over the period 1881–1994 using June–December average

values of each variable. Row and column involving the SOI shaded to

facilitate reading only

t-statistics of trends
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Box variables: t-statistics of trends
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Fig. 1 The t statistics of the observed trends in a the Darwin- and

Tahiti-based indices for three periods: 1876–2008, 1900–2008 and

1958–2008 and b the four Box indices for three periods: 1876–1999,

1900–1999 and 1958–1999. Statistical significance was assessed

using the method described by Power et al. (1999) using the year as

one of the time series. This method takes auto-correlation of both

time-series into account
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and Tahiti (101,107 Pa, 101,329 Pa, respectively). How-

ever, they equate to 50 and 120% of the standard deviation

in MSLP at these two locations (79 and 71 Pa, respec-

tively), so in this sense the trends are not small. Notice also

that the increase at Tahiti tends to be larger than the

increase at Darwin. This gives rise to a positive trend in

both DP in 30 out of 34 runs (MMMRM trend = 0.44 Pa/

year) and in the SOI (31 out of 34, ?0.04 SOI units/year

approximately).

The results from the A1B runs (Fig. 3a, b) are very

similar to those for A2, although the consensus is not as

strong and the changes smaller. There is a strong consensus

amongst the models for the trend in BoxW to be positive

(Fig. 3a), with positive trends in 42 out of 52 runs

(MMMRM trend is approximately 0.3 Pa/year). There is

also a consensus for a negative trend in BoxDP (40 out of

52 runs, -0.16 Pa/year) and in the BoxSOI (-0.01 Box-

SOI units/year, 38 out of 52). There is again no consensus

amongst the models on the sign of the trend in BoxE.

There is also a consensus amongst the model runs for the

trend at Darwin to be positive (Fig. 3b, approximately

0.26 Pa/year, 39 out of 52 runs) and in MSLP at Tahiti

(0.66 Pa/year, 47 out of 52 runs). The increase at Tahiti

again tends to be larger than the increase at Darwin. This

again gives rise to a positive trend in both DP (in 44 out of

52, 0.4 Pa/year) and in the SOI (43 out of 52, 0.04 SOI

units/year).

The modelled 20th century trends are presented in

Fig. 4a, b and are generally far weaker than the trends in

the 21st century runs. The corresponding observed trends

are also shown as either a green bar if the observed trend is

positive or a purple bar if the observed trend is negative. In

each case the MMMRM trend (again depicted as a yellow

line in each plot) has the same sign as the corresponding

observational trend. There is a weak consensus amongst the

model runs for BoxW (Fig. 4a) to increase (0.06 hPa/year,

48 out of 71 runs with positive trends), but with no con-

sensus on changes in BoxE. There is no consensus on the

sign of either BoxDP (46 out of 71 runs, -0.08 Pa/year) or

the BoxSOI (approximately -0.012 BoxSOI units/year, 45

out of 71 runs) to decline. While the majority of the inte-

grations exhibit an increase in Darwin MSLP (Fig. 4b) the

a b

Fig. 2 Modelled 21st century trends in a box-based indices and b the Tahiti–Darwin based indices under the A2 scenario over the period

2002–2099. Model names and runs as indicated. A trend (bar/rod) is given for every individual CMIP3 A2 run. Units Pa/year or SOI units/year
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MMMRM trend is small (0.04 Pa/year) and there is no

consensus, with only 41 runs out of 71 having a positive

trend. There is no consensus amongst the models at

Tahiti. The MMMRM SOI trend is negative, but is small

(-0.007 SOI units/year) and there is no consensus

amongst the models. Given the robust signals in the 21st

century runs, it appears that the externally forced signal

during the 20th century is relatively small and can be easily

masked by naturally occurring variability.

A trend for each model run was presented in Figs. 2, 3,

4. Note that some models have more than one ensemble

member. Ensemble means (one for each model) for the

eight indices, with A2, A1B and 20C forcing were also

calculated. The average of all these individual ensemble

mean trends was calculated to produce a multi-model

ensemble mean (MMEM) trend. The MMEM trends and

the degree of consensus on the sign of the trend amongst

the individual model ensemble means are presented in

Table 3. These results are consistent with Figs. 2, 3, 4:

there is a consensus that Darwin, Tahiti, and BoxW MSLP

will increase in the 21st century, that Tahiti MSLP will

tend to increase more than Darwin MSLP and that the SOI

will increase. There is also consensus that BoxDP and the

BoxSOI will trend down. There is no consensus on 21st

century changes in BoxE or on any changes in 20th century

trends.

Both the significance of the observed trends and the

degree of consensus amongst the models was assessed. The

sign of the significant observed trends and the sign of the

modelled trends displaying a degree of consensus can be

compared in Table 4. In all cases bar one the signs are the

same, with MSLP at Darwin and BoxW rising, and with

DP, BoxDP, and the BoxSOI all falling. BoxE the excep-

tion. It exhibits a downward trend in the observations,

whereas there is no consensus on modelled changes in

BoxE.

The relatively small size of the externally forced signal

in the 20th century is confirmed in Fig. 5, which shows the

evolution of the SOI in the observations and the models.

The centred, 30 year running average of the MMEM SOI is

a b

Fig. 3 Modelled 21st century trends in a box-based indices and b the

Tahiti–Darwin based indices under the A1B scenario over the period

2004–2099. Note that some models did not have data for 2002–2003

hence the slightly later start date compared with Fig. 2. Units Pa/year

or SOI units/year
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presented (the red line). The MMEM SOI at time t is equal

to the average of all individual model ensemble mean SOI

values at time t. The 30 year average value of the MMEM

SOI provides a CMIP3 model-based estimate of the

externally forced signal in the SOI during the 20th and 21st

centuries. Two sets of confidence levels are depicted. The

pink lines provide an estimate of the 95% confidence

interval for the 30 year running average of the MMEM

SOI. The blue lines provide an estimate of the 95% con-

fidence interval for the 30 year running average of the

observed (30 year average) SOI taking both natural vari-

ability and the externally forced signal into account. Fur-

ther details on the confidence levels depicted in Fig. 5 are

provided in the caption.

As foreshadowed the externally forced signal in the SOI

is small compared with natural variability during the 20th

century, but it does emerge around the beginning of the

21st century. The externally forced signal in the SOI in

2010, for example, is approximately ?0.4 SOI units, with

a 95% confidence interval of (-0.1, ?1.0) SOI units. This

is the externally forced signal in the SOI in 2010 estimated

using the 20th C and A2 runs. This figure then rises to

?3.6 SOI units late in the 21st century under the A2

Table 3 Multi-model ensemble mean (MMEM) trends for A2, A1B

and 20th century runs, the number of individual model ensemble

mean trends with the same sign as the MMEM trend, and the corre-

sponding percentage

  INDEX (units) A2                  (17 
models) 

A1B                    (21 
models) 

20th Century 
(23 models) 

  Darwin (Pa/yr) 0.34, 12, 71 0.2, 15, 71 0.03, 12, 52 

  Tahiti (Pa/yr) 0.9, 17, 100 0.7, 19, 90 -0.08, 12, 52 

ΔP (Pa/yr) 0.6, 15, 88 0.48, 18, 86 -0.11, 11, 48 

  SOI (SOI units/yr) 0.046, 15, 88 0.047, 17, 81 -0.01, 11, 48 

  BoxW (Pa/yr) 0.35, 14, 82 0.22, 16, 76 0.07, 14, 61

  BoxE (Pa/yr) -0.03, 9, 53 0.05, 11, 52 -0.05, 15, 65

  BoxΔP (Pa/yr) -0.38, 14, 82 -0.17, 17, 81 -0.12, 12, 52 

  BoxSOI (BoxSOI 
units/yr)

-0.042, 14, 82 -0.01, 17, 81 -0.02, 12, 52 

Colours correspond to the degree of consensus in the model runs

(45–60% (no shading, no coloured text), 61–70% (no shading, blue or

red text), 71–80% (light blue or pink shading), 81–100% (blue or red

shading)). Red/pink shades or text are given for positive trends, blue

shades or text for negative trends

a b

Fig. 4 Modelled 20th century trends in a box-based indices and b the Tahiti–Darwin based indices over the period 1901–1998. Units Pa/year or

SOI units/year
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scenario. These figures (i.e. ?0.4 and ?3.6 SOI units)

correspond to ?5 and ?40% of the standard deviation of

the SOI. They also correspond to approximately ?45 and

?340% of the standard deviation of 30 year running

averages of the SOI.

Note that ENSO continues to drive strong variability

about these new base-level or background values set by

external forcing. Thus, the actual value of the SOI in any

given year will vary a great deal, often well beyond con-

fidence level for the externally forced signal. This is evi-

dent in Fig. 5, which shows that the 30-year running

average value of the observed SOI moved well below the

relatively narrow (pink) interval associated with signal

uncertainty. In fact the 30 year average SOI actually fell

below the lower full (blue) confidence level in recent

decades, at a time when the externally forced signal was

probably positive. This indicates that the recent observed

decline in the SOI was driven by unusually large natural

variability and not external forcing.

4 Summary and discussion

A summary of the trend analysis for all the runs is pre-

sented in Tables 3 and 4. A strong consensus amongst the

21st century runs is evident:

• MSLP in BoxW increases but there is no consensus

about changes in BoxE. This results in a robust

reduction in both the BoxDP = BoxW - BoxE and

the BoxSOI, consistent with a weakening of the WC.

• MSLP at Darwin and Tahiti both tend to increase. The

increase in MSLP at Tahiti tends to exceed the increase

at Darwin. This drives a very robust increase in both

DP = Tahiti - Darwin and the SOI.

• Thus the 21st trends in DP and the BoxDP have the

opposite sign as do the trends in the SOI and the

BoxSOI.

These changes in the BoxDP and the BoxSOI are con-

sistent with the results of Vecchi et al. (2006) in their

examination of 20th century trends. Here we have shown

that the trends in BoxDP arise from an increase in west

Pacific equatorial MSLP (BoxW) and not from a reduction

in MSLP in the eastern equatorial Pacific (BoxE).

The impact of external forcing on the SOI is relatively

small during the 20th century, and is easily dominated and

masked by relatively large natural variability. In fact the

observed decline in the SOI has been driven by a large

natural, long-lived, transient shift from a La Niña-domi-

nated period to an El Niño-dominated period that is evident

in the observations presented by Power and Smith (2007).

A natural weakening of the WC tends to make both

BoxW and Darwin MSLP increase and both Tahiti and

BoxE MSLP fall (Table 1). The large-scale MSLP changes

driven by the anthropogenic global warming that has

already occurred would have reinforced the natural rise at

Table 4 Degree of consensus in the model runs and the sign of the

multi-model, multi-run mean (MMMRM, i.e. the average of all model

runs) trend in the 20th (20C) and 21st century (A1B, A2) runs is

indicated by colours corresponding the degree of consensus in the

model runs (45–60% (white), 61–70% (no shading, blue or red text),

71–80% (light blue or pink shading), 81–100% (blue or red shading))

Darwin  Tahiti  ΔP  SOI BoxW BoxE 
Box 
ΔP 

 Box 
SOI 

Obs 
20C 58 55 -55 -55 68 -55 -65 -63 
A1B 75 90 85 83 81 60 -77 -73 
A2 74 94 88 91 85 -50 -85 -88 

Red/pink shades or text are given for positive trends, blue shades or

text for negative trends. Confidence in the observed trends (‘‘Obs’’) is

assessed using the t statistics for the three periods analysed: white if

no trends are significant (at 85% level) or only one is, pale if two are

significant at 85% level only, deep if two or more are significant at

95% level, intermediate otherwise

MMEM of the SOI (A2 and C20), the observed SOI, and 
associated confidence levels, 30yr averages, JJASOND
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Fig. 5 Evolution of the SOI in the observations and models. The

black line shows the 30 year running average value of the observed

SOI. The red line is the 30 year running average of the multi-model

ensemble mean (MMEM) SOI. The MMEM SOI represents the

average of 17 different model averages (one average for each year for

each model). The 30 year running average of the MMEM SOI

presented provides a CMIP3 model-based estimate of the externally

forced signal in the SOI during the 20th and 21st centuries. The pink
lines give the 95% confidence interval for the 30 year running

average MMEM, i.e. for the externally forced signal. This is

estimated by the interval (MMEM_30 yra - 1.96rE/H30, MME-

M_30 yra ? 1.96rE/H30), where MMEM_30 yra is the 30 year

running average of the MMEM SOI, and rE is an estimate of the

variability in the externally forced signal using the standard deviation

of year-to-year changes in the MMEM in running 30 year blocks. The

blue lines approximate the 95% confidence interval for MME-

M_30 yra, taking both natural variability and the externally forced

signal and its uncertainty into account. This 2nd interval is estimated

using [MMEM_30 yra - 1.96H{(rE
2 ? rN

2 )/30}, MMEM_30 yr-

a ? 1.96H{(rE
2 ? rN

2 )/30}], where rN is an estimate of natural

variability in the SOI using the standard deviation of observed year-

to-year changes in the SOI during 1933–1992. Only (17) models with

both 20th century and A2 runs are included in the analysis presented

in this plot. All variables are based on June–December data
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Darwin MSLP and BoxW, oppose the natural decline in

Tahiti MSLP, but would not affect BoxE. We would

therefore expect to see (1) a positive trend in Darwin and

BoxW where the natural and anthropogenic signals rein-

force each other, (2) a robust trend in BoxE where global

warming does not diminish the trend arising from the

natural occurrence of El Niño dominance, and (3) a less

pronounced or ambiguous trend at Tahiti because the

downward trend due to natural variability and the upward

trend due to global warming oppose each other. The

observational results presented above are consistent with

this overall picture.

The projected equatorial changes in the A2 and A1B

integrations documented here are consistent with a weak-

ening of the WC in response to global warming. However,

this weakening is accompanied by an increase in MSLP

over a very large region encircling much of the southern

hemisphere (Meehl et al. 2007a) which includes Tahiti.

This increase tends to be enhanced at latitudes south of

Tahiti, where it can be partially attributed to a meridional

(north–south) broadening of the Hadley Circulation (Meehl

et al. 2007a; Lu et al. 2007) and a poleward shift of storm

tracks (Yin 2005).This anthropogenic increase in MSLP at

Tahiti in the 21st century is presumably moderated to some

extent by a smaller magnitude fall in MSLP occurring in

response to the anthropogenically forced weakening of the

WC.

We have shown that while the SOI is an excellent

indicator of observed interannual variability in WC chan-

ges as indicated by zonal differences in equatorial MSLP

(see Tables 1 and 2, and associated discussion) it is a

misleading indicator of changes in the WC linked to global

warming in the 21st century. Darwin MSLP alone, on the

other hand, might be a better measure of changes in the

WC and in the equatorial MSLP gradient, because it

reflects changes arising from both natural variability and

anthropogenic warming (Figs. 2 and 3) in a consistent

fashion. In other words, Darwin MSLP increases if the

equatorial MSLP gradient weakens, whether the weakening

is due to natural variability or anthropogenic global

warming.

The impact of external forcing on the SOI in the his-

torical record was shown to be small compared with nat-

urally occurring interannual variability in the SOI. The

externally forced signal in 2010 was estimated to have a

magnitude equal to approximately 5% of the standard

deviation of variability in the (June–December) SOI during

the 20th century reference period. However, this figure is

projected to increase to 45% by the end of the century

under the A2 scenario. Thus, statistical prediction schemes

which use the SOI will need to be either modified or

replaced by climate model-based prediction schemes in the

years ahead, as the global warming signal in the SOI (and

the quantity being predicted) becomes larger.

External forcing is already a major contributor to

interdecadal variability in the SOI: the externally forced

signal in 2010, for example, is equal to 40% of the standard

deviation of 30-year running averages of the SOI. The

magnitude of the externally forced anthropogenically dri-

ven signal in the SOI is projected to increase to over three

times the value of the 20th century reference value of the

standard deviation of interdecadal changes in the SOI by

the end of the 21st century under the A2 scenario. While

global action will hopefully prevent anthropogenic forcing

of this magnitude occurring, it seems inevitable—barring

some catastrophic event that fundamentally alters the

earth’s climate—that global warming will become the

primary driver of interdecadal changes in the SOI in

coming decades.

Finally note that climate models exhibit deficiencies in

their simulations of tropical processes in the Pacific (see

e.g. Guilyardi et al. 2009) and they show a range of sen-

sitivities to increased greenhouse gases (Meehl et al.

2007a). It will therefore be very interesting to see if future

models also tend to exhibit an increase in the SOI in

response to global warming.
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